It is high time to build a new Society…
Humanity is at a crucial stage of its evolution. The price we pay for the lack of strong and
coherent progressive politics is the deterioration of the economic situation of a growing number
of persons. Day after day, more and more people cannot even live in a decent way; and this is a
reality on every continent. As economic, moral and spiritual chaos gets worse, the situation
seems to be inexorably deteriorating.
It seems that some leaders are becoming aware, only now, that many people don’t agree with
their naïve vision of unrestrained globalization. Media in general ignore the proof although they
are spiced up at times with mild disapproval. They make no room for alternative proposals;
especially if its purpose is to change the way society is basically functioning. Nevertheless, a
new era of progress for the whole of human kind is only possible through deep restructuring and
change.
To achieve these goals, it is mandatory to build a new society; or at least, to regenerate deeply
the one we’re living in. We must give birth to a powerful movement that will encourage people
from different places and cultures, get them together and inspire their most dynamic strength.
Biosphere for Tomorrow has pursued this ultimate goal since 1989, with non-stop actions in
every area.
The conclusions of analyzing world events over the last twenty years can only make this decision
stronger. We must spread the idea, more and more widely among people, that to build a society
based on brotherhood is not a dream. We will then take great steps towards the defense of the
general interest and the flourishing of the individual, while old corporative customs are left
behind.
The West has the economic and communication means needed to boost this project.
Unfortunately, the results achieved to date by the old democracies are quite unflattering.
Gripped by boundless and short sighted selfishness and too busy gloating over the advantages
they have achieved, our most influential institutions remain crippled. This sclerosis silences
those thriving forces which wish to lead Society towards reforms which would mean progress
shared by all the citizens of the word.
But even if Occident remains unyielding to this state of mind, this deep regenerating movement
could probably be initiated by the constructive action of “enlightened” political leaders of
southern countries coupled with the most dynamic humanitarian organizations of the west.
The proposals of “Biosphere for Tomorrow” are a solid basis to initiate this necessary debate.
They explain the process which would be desirable to set up in western States such as France.
This could also be easily adapted to southern countries; and would even work in places where a
monarchy governs. Once the best of both systems is synthesized, the result would be much better
than any democratic model currently existing.
The main idea is to create new procedures, often within the context of the best institutions
existing already, like in the case of the UN.

The "Map of the World Nations" fully described in the book « Biosphere for Tomorrow », would
allow for the establishment of a global and democratic common system of defense. It would
guarantee the security of all nations subscribed to it and, of course, of their respective ethnic
groups. The industrial potential now dedicated to armament production would be reallocated
into social activities and manufacturing goods, so as to ensure all citizens of the world has at
least enough to live by. Women should take this opportunity to assume the role that should be
theirs in public life. The Secretary General of the UN would play a very useful key role. No
doubts that this organization will become the worldwide government moved by global progress
purposes.
Southern nations would then play their proper political role in a government of unified nations.
Once the first step is done, we would be able to reform deeply the current economic system.
Concerning trade issues, the "Progress Compensation Tax" would help balance all countries
and companies’ fair relations on three areas:
- Use of labor force
- Social protection
- Environmental protection
Said regulation would apply to exports, and would be used fully to the benefit of the exporting
country. This duty would not have the negative impact that other duties have, because it will be
used for development purposes. Another advantage is that it would foment the use of human
labor over machines.
These initial decisions could be set up quickly. They would set the general path of this Society of
the future, which will know how to guarantee the prominence of the individual within its
organizations, while placing human beings at the center of its concerns.
Rich countries would also be benefited, as this positive development would take them out of the
institutional paralysis, so dangerous to their destiny. Directing the march of Humanity towards
the new era of Peace and Progress is the challenge of our generation.
We must take it up!
"Biosphere for Tomorrow" 1989

"Biosphere for Tomorrow" is a movement made of builders EXCLUSIVELLY.
If, at times, it refers to some organization or person from the past, this is done to make citizens aware of the tasks
which await us, and of the importance of investing without delay in the endeavor.
We neither have the means nor intend to judge or to take any action against anybody.
Our sole objective is to join all volunteers, independently of their personal history or of their origins, who wish to
add their grain of sand, no matter how small, to the construction of our common home: « The Society of the Third
Millennium”.
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